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EDITORIAL 

The Ghana Book World was revived and relaunched with the 
sixth issue in the First Quarter of the year 2021.

We bring you the seventh issue of the journal.  The electronic 
version of this issue and previous issues have been uploaded 
to the GBDC website.

The journal is devoted to the Book Industry profession and 
trade. The jourrnal covers areas such as book development, 
writing, publishing, book design and illustration, printing, 
book selling and distribution, literacy promotion, copyright, 
and library services. The journal also serves as a newsletter 
for the Ghana Book Development Council (GBDC).

Contributors of accepted manuscripts will each be given five 
(5) complimentary copies of the journal issue which their 
articles are featured in. Contributions should be submitted as 
e-mail attachments to editorial@gbdc.gov.gh. 

The journal also allows advertising spaces for books and 
services pertaining to the Book Industry in Ghana.

We look forward to your usual cooperation.
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WHY WRITE?

by

Rahim Newton
Introduction
Writing might not be as old as humanity, but it is one of man’s 
oldest skills, and an indispensable one, of course. According 
to George Orwell, egoism—the desire to appear clever in the 
eyes of others—is what pushes people into writing. Not only 
do I agree with Orwell, but also understand that the main 
reason students write is to get good grades. However, there 
are more benefits students can draw from writing while in 
school and upon graduation. 

In this fast-paced age, everyone is busy. Therefore, if your 
letter, story, or essay fails to hook your reader, it will be thrown 
into a trash can. This means that we must learn to write in a 
particular way in order to hold the attention of our readers. 
Writing is a skill that everyone should have, and luckily, it is 
learnable. Whether you want to write for fame or for living, 
you must learn to write well. Good writing skills can also get 
you promotion at work. 

Social media has come to emphasize the importance of writing. 
Social media, which is now the most powerful medium of 
communication, has made writing more necessary. Doctors, 
traders, carpenters and teachers advertise their products and 
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services via social media through writing. Celebrities reach 
out to their fans via social media through writing. Both 
noblemen and commoners communicate via social media 
through writing, making writing a must-have skill. 

Importance of possessing a good writing skills
Writing is a job requirement skill: The scourge of 
unemployment is felt across continents today. However, some 
job seekers distinguish themselves with their writing skills, 
which is now a crucial job requirement. Instead of spending 
huge sums of money to give employees training in writing, 
employers prefer to hire people who already possess adequate 
writing skills. This way, employers can save money for other 
projects.

Good writing skills can get you promotion at work: Companies 
worldwide task their employees to write reports. And some 
employees do fail this test due to their poor writing skills. 
Mastering the art of writing will, therefore, put you ahead of 
your colleagues at work and can get you promotion. 

Writing is a leadership skill: That leaders are born, that is 
ok! However, I also believe that leadership skills can be 
learned. According to corporate leaders, when working on 
a project with a team, it is more convenient to compose a 
message once and transmit it to members of the team than 
to call for meetings repeatedly. They argue that it is a mark 
of poor leadership to call for meetings to say what you could 
share via e-mail or text. This emphasizes the importance of 
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Why Write?

writing as a leadership skill. Out of the many rewards leaders 
get from their followers, trust is the single most important 
one. A leader’s ability to write persuasively wins him/her the 
trust and backing of his/her people. Writing allows leaders to 
communicate their ideas to larger audiences than through cell 
phone or face-to-face conversations. 

Effective  Communication: With good writing skills, we express 
our ideas clearly. Now, to get a job, you must communicate 
your skills to the employer through your curriculum vitae and 
cover letter. To gain admission to read a postgraduate program, 
one must submit a statement of purpose. The inability to write 
properly can deny you a job or an admission. Poor writing 
skills mean poor communication. People who write poorly 
are marked as poor communicators, while those with good 
writing skills are seen as professional communicators.

Professionalism: Careers such as journalism and marketing 
directly demand excellent writing skills. Whether your career 
directly requires writing or not, you cannot do away with 
sending emails, writing memos or reports in this digital age. 
Reading from someone for the first time, we quickly conclude 
on how professional, organized, creative, or dull the person 
is. Poor writing leaves a detrimental lasting impression. Thus, 
good writing skills reveal your level of professionalism.

Use of Punctuations
However, writing is more than just putting together words, or 
using fancy idiomatic expressions, or unfamiliar vocabulary. 
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Punctuation, which we often overlook, is crucial in written 
communication. Consider these two letters below:

Dear John,

I want a man who knows what love is. All about you are 
generous, kind, and thoughtful people, who are not like you. 
Admit to being useless and inferior. You have ruined me. For 
other men, I yearn. For you, I have no feelings whatsoever. 
When we are apart, I can be forever happy. Will you let me 
be yours?

Yours love, Dora

Mrs Dora broke her husband’s heart with a letter supposed to 
be an amorous one. The reason? Wrongful use and placement 
of punctuations! She wanted to express her love for her 
husband through the letter, but sadly, she got her punctuation 
completely wrong, which completely altered the content of 
her letter. Below is what Mrs Dora really wanted the husband 
to read:

Dear John,

I want a man who knows what love is all about. You are 
generous, kind, thoughtful. People who are not like you admit 
to being useless and inferior. You have ruined me for other 
men. I yearn for you. I have no feelings whatsoever when we 
are apart. I can be forever happy if you will let me be yours.
 
Yours love, Dora
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In today’s world of interdependency, written communication 
has become almost inevitable. We can reach out to a wider 
audience through written communication than any other 
form of communication. It does not matter whether you are a 
doctor, a trader, a carpenter or a farmer, etc., at some point in 
life you will have to communicate through a text message, an 
email, or a letter.

From the above illustration, it is clear that, the two letters 
are made of the same sentences, the same arrangement of 
words and the same number of words, yet the differences in 
punctuation placement gave different meanings to them (the 
letters). Could you have imagined that a single letter could 
carry several different messages, depending on how it is 
punctuated? 

Punctuation should not be a concern for only elites and 
students; everyone should be interested in learning to 
punctuate properly. ‘‘In time past when I was a student, I 
considered punctuation as another burden on students,’’ 
remarked Karis, ‘‘I began giving punctuation my attention, 
he said, when I came across these two sentences:  ‘let’s eat 
Mummy’ and ‘let’s eat, Mummy.’’’
“When I noticed the difference between the two sentences: 
with the first meaning that we should eat mummy, and the 
second, an invitation to mummy to eat, I realized that a 
punctuation mark could make an innocent person be seen as a 
cruel carnivore,’’ said Karis.

Why Write?
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Conclusion
There are many benefits to draw from good writing skills 
in this era; therefore, we should all endeavour to hone our 
writing skills. 

References
The Elements of Style, William Strunk Jr., and E.B. White. 3rd ed. 
New York: Macmillan, 1979.
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WHERE ARE THE BOOK EDITORS IN 
GHANA?

by

Woeli Dekutsey

Introduction
The furore, which has recently raged over defective textbooks 
for Primary schools, has thrown into sharp focus the need for 
well-trained editors in the book industry. Who is an editor, in 
the first place? Metaphorically, the editor is like a filter—a 
strainer, sieving the grain from the chaff, so to speak. In other 
words, the editing process can be compared to a filtration 
mechanism, or a quality control measure for assuring that 
only the good stuff is retained, while the dross or the non-
essential is thrown away as indigestible and not fit for human 
‘consumption,’ or readership, in terms of books. 

The human element
The Cambridge International Dictionary of English defines 
editing as “correcting mistakes and deciding what will be 
removed and what will be kept in.” The operative words or 
phrases are: ‘correcting mistakes,’ ‘deciding’ (what to be) 
‘removed,’ and (what to be) ‘kept in.’ It is the human being 
who takes the decision as to what to remove or reject and 
what to retain (in the text). Therefore, the human element is 
crucial in the editing process. It follows that if this human 
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element has deficiencies, perhaps in faulty training or lack of 
it, the result will be as we have seen in the textbooks, which 
have been published. In other words, if the editing aspect of 
publishing is shoddily done, quality will be compromised, 
as we have seen in the recent uproar and outrage over the 
Primary school textbooks.

Role of the writer
The aim of this article is not to cast aspersions but to highlight 
the importance of the editor and the pivotal role that editing 
plays in the publishing process as regards quality assurance. 
The quest for quality assurance, however, begins with the 
writer. Good writers, in particular textbook writers, place 
premium on research for accuracy of the information they 
wish to put across. In doing so, they keep in mind the cultural 
sensitivities of their readership or ultimate consumers of their 
product — the book. Words are two-edged knives. In the 
hands of an infant (the inexperienced or less discerning), a 
knife, which can be used to cut tomatoes to prepare a meal, 
could prove lethal and destructive. This is why discerning 
writers begin by first editing themselves as they write. It is 
called self-editing. Any discerning writer worth their salt goes 
through this first exercise of self-disciplining.

Role of the editor
When the manuscript is ready, that is to say, when the 
writer is satisfied with the work, that which will not offend 
the right-thinking members of the society—what some call 
the reasonable person in the street—the manuscript is sent 

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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to the publisher. Here, the text undergoes further vetting by 
an in-house editor, who checks for infelicities of language 
and expression and keeps an eagle eye on such matters 
as obscenity, defamation, gender insensitivity, harmful 
stereotyping, among others. In some cases, the opinion of an 
outside reader is sought. This person invariably will be an 
academic whose specialty is in the discipline in which the 
writer is writing. If the manuscript goes through these well 
laid out processes for ensuring quality control, the likelihood 
of gaffes and blunders would have been spotted and deleted.

Self-publishing
In Ghana, some writers and ‘fly-by-night’ publishers seem 
to short-circuit the system. Some self-opinionated writers 
go straight to the printer to produce their works. Many self-
published authors operate in this way. With the advent of 
computers, many feel they do not need editors to look at their 
work, in the first instance. To add to the muddle, some self-
styled publishers (who are not professionals) throw caution 
to the winds in their haste to make quick money. They think 
using a well-trained editor to work on the manuscripts is a 
waste of time when there is quick money to be made. This 
explains the mistakes that appear in the final product—the 
book.

Conclusion
Agencies whose duty it is to keep a sharp lookout and deal 
drastically with errant publishers offloading shoddy books 

Book Editors in Ghana
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onto the market also appear to be sleeping on the job. The 
time has come for everybody to be vigilant. The editor’s 
role in the quality control process needs to be recognized 
and given pride of place. Their absence or relegation to the 
background bodes ill for the provision of quality learning and 
teaching materials to our children. Ghana needs nothing less 
than quality education in building good citizenry. This can be 
achieved only when everybody—from the production point, 
starting with the writer, through the production milieu (the 
publisher and the printer), downstream to the consumer (the 
reader), is held accountable to ensuring that the Ghanaian 
child enjoys the best of everything—from quality teaching 
to quality books devoid of ethnic stereotyping and ill-advised 
condescension toward minority groups. Ghana deserves 
better. We have a nation to build!
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COPYRIGHT AND BOOK DEVELOPMENT: 
SOME THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

by

Ernesticia Lartey Asuinura

Introduction
The book industry, a trade heavily reliant on creativity of the 
mind, is a major copyright business. The book industry helps 
to make available relevant and adequate supply of books to 
support teaching and learning. To facilitate the growth and 
development of the industry, the protection of intellectual 
property rights, particularly copyright, is necessary. This 
article therefore discusses some theoretical underpinnings of 
copyright law, focusing on the Copyright Act, 2005 (Act 960) 
of Ghana, the Copyright Designs and Patents Act (CDPA) 1988 
of the United Kingdom (UK) and how these underpinnings 
have been applied by courts in various jurisdictions. 

Copyright in context
Copyright is the right that vests in the author of a literary 
work, an artistic work or  a computer programme or database 
the authority to prevent others from doing certain specified 
acts with the work.1 In other words, copyright authorises 
the owner to stop another person from doing something or 

1  Monica Seeber, Richard Balkwill, ‘Managing Intellectual Property in the Book Publishing 
Industry’ (World Intellectual Property Organization, 2007), <https://www.wipo.int/publica-
tions/en/ details. jsp?id =255&plang=EN> accessed 02 Jan 2020.
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using the work in an unauthorised manner.2 The author or the 
creator of the particular work is usually the copyright owner, 
except where the work is created by an employee whilst in 
employment, in which case the copyright ordinarily belongs 
to the employer.

Copyright contributes to the educational, cultural, and socio-
economic advancement of a country. Copyright law is part 
of the overall body of intellectual property law protecting 
specific kinds of work and designs. Unlike the law on patents 
or trademarks, copyright does not grant monopoly over ideas 
which are of commercial viability. Hence, the requirements 
for copyright protection are generally not as stringent as the 
requirement for protection of patents. The book industry thrives 
on creativity, authorship, and book publishing. Authorship 
involves creativity and innovative thinking while publishing 
presents in literary form the outcome of the author’s creativity 
or expression of ideas. It is a common practice in the book 
industry for an author to assign the copyright to a publisher.   
Whether the copyright is held by the author, publisher or 
another person, all other persons are precluded from copying, 
transcribing the work or parts of it without the permission of 
the copyright owner. 

Originality
Generally, an ‘original’ book is the subject of copyright 
protection. In many jurisdictions, the level of ‘originality’ a 

2 Adrian Speck and others, The Modern Law of Copyright (Vol 1, 5th edn, LexisNexis 2018) 
1.

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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work must possess is usually a modest one. The requirement 
of ‘originality’ for copyright purposes generally does not call 
for the work to be unique or novel. What is required is for 
the work to have originated from the author independently, 
notwithstanding any previous or identical work. In University 
of London Press Ltd v University Tutorial Press Ltd, Peterson 
J noted that ‘there is no requirement for the work to be 
expressed in an original or novel form. The work only not be 
copied from another work’.3

The UK courts historically afforded copyright protection 
to works resulting from the application of ‘labour, skill and 
effort’, thus protecting an extensive range of works which 
would ordinarily not be deemed ‘original’.4 Consequently, to 
constitute an infringement, a work must have been copied in 
substantial part; which part was determined by the ‘degree 
of originality’ of that part taken, as was held in Warwick 
Film Production Ltd v Eisenger5 and in Baigent and Leigh 
v The Random House Group Ltd.6 Presently, the test for 
‘originality’ applicable under UK law is based on the selection 
or arrangement of the contents, and not the ‘significant labour 
and skill’ applied. Therefore, the UK courts now look at the 
content and the arrangement or selection of the data, hence 
the ‘labour, skill and effort’ are no longer as relevant as the 
arrangement or selection of the contents. These two factors, 

3 University of London Press Ltd v University Tutorial Press Ltd [1916] 2 Ch 601, 609.
4 Speck (n 2), 63.
5 Warwick Film Production Ltd v Eisenger [1969] I Ch 508, [1967] 3 ALL ER 367
6 Baigent and Leigh v The Random House Group Ltd [ 2007] EWCA civ 247, [2007] FSR 
579 

Copyright and Book Development
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i.e., the content and its arrangement, taken together must 
demonstrate the author’s own creativity or originality.  

Expression of ideas
Copyright protects the ‘expression of an idea, and not the idea 
itself.’7 The underlying principle of copyright protection is to 
‘protect and reward the product of the mind’.8 In essence, there 
is no copyright in ‘ideas, or schemes, systems or methods’ as 
espoused by Lord Justice Lindley, in Hollinrake v Truswell.9 
Until an idea is expressed in a qualifying form, it fails to be 
accorded copyright protection as provided in section 2 of the 
Copyright Act, 2005 (Act 690) and upheld by the Supreme 
Court in Pearson Education Limited v Morgan Adzei.10 In 
that case the Supreme Court had to decide if an infringement 
had been occasioned by the appellant’s book, which had 
allegedly copied texts from the respondent’s novel without 
licence.  The respondent (Morgan Adzei) commenced the 
action in 2005 in the High Court alleging that the appellant 
(Pearson Education Limited) had included a summary 
of the respondent’s novel entitled ‘Woes of the African 
Mother’, in a book entitled ‘Gateway to English for Junior 
Secondary Schools Pupil’s Book 3’, which was published by 
the appellant. The respondent therefore sought to refrain the 
appellant or his agents from ‘possessing in the course of a 
business, selling … or distributing without a licence’; and for 

7 Elizabeth Verkey, Intellectual Property (Eastern Book Company 2015), 24.
8 Seeber (n 1).
9 Hollinrake v Truswell [1894] 3 Ch 420
10 Pearson Education Limited v Morgan Adzei (suit numbered CA J4/17/2010) (unreported 
decision of the Supreme Court of Ghana delivered on June 01, 2011).

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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the court to order for ‘delivery up of all infringing copies’; 
‘an inquiry as to damages for infringement of copyright’; or 
‘account for profits’; and ‘costs’. The High Court found for 
the respondent. The appellant appealed against the decision to 
the Court of Appeal but lost, whereupon the appellant further 
appealed to the Supreme Court. The appellant’s argument was 
that, the alleged infringing text was ‘no more than an idea’; 
which ‘idea’ is not protected under the Copyright Act, 2005 
(Act 690).  Allowing the appeal, the Supreme Court reiterated 
per Date-Bah JSC, that 

‘it has been considered an axiom of copyright law, as 
applied in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
North Ireland and many jurisdictions that copyright 
protects the expression of an idea, rather than the idea 
itself.’11 

Quoting the dictum of Farwell J in Donoghue v Allied 
Newspapers Ltd.,12 Date-Bah JSC, emphasised that: 

“This at any rate is clear beyond all question, that there 
is no copyright in an idea, or in ideas. A person may 
have a brilliant idea for a story, or for a picture, or for 
a play, and one which appears to him to be original; 
but if he communicates that idea to an author or an 
artist or a playwright, the production  which is the 
result of the communication of the idea to the author 
or the artist or the playwright is the copyright of the 

11 Pearson Education Ltd v Morgan Adzei, 01 June 2011 (Unreported) Case number 
CAJ4/17/2010.
12 Donoghue v Allied Newspapers Ltd. [1938] 1 Ch. 106, 109.

Copyright and Book Development
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person who has clothed the idea in form, whether by 
means of a picture, a play, or a book, and the owner of 
the idea has no right in that product.”

Fixation
To be protected by copyright, the work must be in a ‘fixed’ 
form. Copyright grants the owner monopoly over the work 
and so the fixed form is to enable the work to be easily 
ascertained, hence the need for the work to ‘be recorded in 
writing or some other qualifying form’.13

Literary work
Section 1 of Act 690 affords copyright protection to eligible 
works such as ‘literary work, artistic work, musical work, 
sound recording, audiovisual work, choreographic work, 
derivative work and computer software or programmes’.14 
Section 76 of the Act provides that ‘literary work’ includes 
novels, stories or poetical works, textbooks, biographies, 
essays, encyclopaedia, dictionaries, histories, lectures, 
sermons, computer programmes etc. 

The UK CDPA15 provides that ‘a work must be an original 
literary, dramatic or musical work to qualify for’ copyright 
protection.16 It further defines a ‘literary work’ as ‘any work 
excluding dramatic or musical code’ which is ‘written, spoken 

13 Green v Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand [1988] 2 NZLR 490, [1989] RPC 
469.
14 Copyright Act, 2005 (Act 690) s 1.
15 Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988. 
16 Ibid s 1(1)(a).

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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or sung’.17 Examples of such literary works are novels, 
lectures and lyrics. 

A book will therefore generally fall under literary work. In 
the case of Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd v Meltwater 
Holding BV,18 the UK Court of Appeal upheld copyright 
protection for some book titles.  

A literary work must be ‘expressed in written form, spoken 
or sung;’ but it need not necessarily have the presence of 
words, so to speak, or be in any particular notation. Hence 
a computer software, for instance, is a literary work.  It can 
be a ‘written table’ or ‘compilation’ or handwritten, printed, 
in typewriting or any equivalent form. Davey CJ observed 
that ‘a literary work is intended to afford either information, 
instruction or pleasure, in the form of literary enjoyment.’19 

The range of literary work is vast; what is imperative is that 
the work must involve ‘the functioning of at least the rational 
part of the human mind in some form’.20 

Rights 
Copyright is composed of two main rights, the moral right and 
the economic right. The moral right is the right of the author 
to be acknowledged or named as the creator of the work. The 
moral right ordinarily exists in perpetuity, i.e., the author 

17  Ibid s 3(1).
18 Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd v Meltwater Holding BV [2011] EWCA, Civ 890 
[2012] Bus LR 53; Fairfax Media Publication Ltd v Read International Books Australia 
Pty Ltd [2010] FCA 984.
19 Hollinrake v Truswell [1894] 3 Ch 420, 428. 
20 Speck (n 2) 70.

Copyright and Book Development
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acquires the moral right for ever and must be mentioned as the 
creator of the work, even if the author assigns the economic 
right to another person or the author dies. The economic 
right is the right to solely reproduce, arrange, transform, 
adapt, translate, perform, broadcast or distribute the work 
or copies of it, to the exclusion of all other persons. Anyone 
who performs any of these actions without the authorisation 
of the owner infringes copyright. The copyright owner may 
transfer or assign the economic rights to another person. It 
is a common practice in the book industry for the author to 
transfer the economic rights to the publisher, in exchange for 
the payment of royalties by the publisher to the author.

Duration 
The duration of economic right depends on the type of 
work in question; the duration also differs from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction. In Ghana, the general position is that the 
economic right in literary works by individuals run for life 
of the author to seventy years after the death of the author or 
the last surviving author, in the case of joint authors.21 This is 
similar to the UK position.  In the United States of America, 
the duration of copyright for works created after 1st January 
1978 is generally the life of the author plus seventy years. 
The duration of works which were created before 1978 varies 
and depends on many factors. Until recently, the position in 
Canada was different. However, the Canada–United States–
Mexico Agreement Implementation Act S.C 2020, c.1 (the 
“CUSMA/UCSMA Act”) which entered into force on 1st July 
21  Copyright Act 2005 (Act 690), s 12.

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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2020 has extended copyright in some situations to the life of 
the author plus seventy years.

Infringement
An unauthorised use of a protected literary work constitutes 
an infringement of copyright. Under Act 690, there are both 
civil and criminal sanctions for copyright infringements. 
The criminal sanctions could be in the form of penalty units, 
imprisonment or both.22 The civil sanctions include damages 
or an account of profits, interlocutory or final injunctions 
against the infringer, forfeiture and disposal of the infringing 
goods.23 

In the UK, the CDPA has two categories of infringement: 
primary and secondary.  Primary infringement involves 
acts proscribed by the Act. For literary works, these include 
‘reproduction in any material form’, ‘issuing copies to the 
public’, ‘renting or lending’, ‘public performance’, ‘broadcast 
or electronic transmission to the public’, and ‘adaptation’.24 

For such infringements, there is a strict liability regime. 
Secondary infringements involve knowingly dealing in 
infringed copies.25 

Fair use
Many countries have legislations which permit ‘fair use’ of 
copyrighted works. ‘Fair use’ denotes the use of work under 
conditions which would have amounted to unauthorised use, 
22 Ibid, s 43.
23 Ibid s 47.
24 Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988, ss 16 to 21.
25 Ibid s 22 to s 26.

Copyright and Book Development
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but for the provisions permitting those acts or actions under 
certain conditions. Both the UK and Ghanaian law permit the 
use of a work for educational and non-commercial purposes, 
with adequate acknowledgement of the copyright owner. Thus 
‘fair use’ or permitted use ordinarily includes use of published 
work for teaching and academic purposes, research, and news 
reportage. This is very important so that copyright law is not 
used to restrict the pursuit of education or academic exploits. 
It is also to ensure a balance between using other people’s 
creation to promote one’s intellectual creativity; and being 
rewarded for one’s own intellectual creation while permitting 
others to use one’s creation as well. The issue however is in 
the extent one should be permitted to use or copy a work for 
educational purposes, or the extent of use or copy by libraries, 
schools and universities, without harming the author’s rights. 

Under American law, ‘fair use’ is determined by four factors, 
namely: ‘the purpose of use, the nature of the work, the 
amount and substantiality of the taking, and the harm the use 
may cause to the market for the protected work’.26 Thus in 
A.V. ex rei Vanderhye v iParadigms LLC,27 it was held that 
the copying of student papers into an electronic software 
for purposes of detecting plagiarism constituted ‘fair use’. 
However, in Bridgeport Music Inc v UMG Recordings Inc, 
the copying of some parts of a song for use in a tribute was 
held to be ‘not necessarily fair use’.28 
26 Pamela Samuelson, ‘The Google Book Settlement on Copyright Reform’ (2011) Wis L 
Rev 479, 487.
27 AV ex rei Vanderhye v iParadigms LLC  562 F3d 630, 645 (4th Cir. 2009).
28 Bridgeport Music Inc v UMG Recordings Inc 585 F.3d 267 (6th Cir. 2009).
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Additionally, where a copy of a work is required for a person 
with disability, the making of that copy will not amount to 
infringement, i.e., a copy in a form that can be easily accessible 
by the person with disability.29 

Copyright and the publisher
The publisher is often the one who commissions the content 
that is made available to the reading public. It is the publisher 
who is also best placed to assess what will interest the reading 
public, in terms of content and the mode of presentation of a 
literary work i.e., in print or electronic form, as well as the 
channels of distribution. Publishers are accordingly regarded 
as ‘creators, acquirers, custodians and managers - owners and 
users - of intellectual property rights’.30

The publisher often acquires the copyright in the book from 
the author or joint authors, in return for payment of royalties to 
the author or authors.31 In such cases, it is only the economic 
right that can be acquired by the publisher; the moral right 
generally continues to vest in the author and does not transfer 
to the publisher. Consequently, a publisher’s interest is mainly 
in exploiting the economic rights while the author continues 
to enjoy the moral rights in addition to royalties. Respecting 
these rights helps to promote cultural advancement in the flow 
of knowledge and information.

29 Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988, s 32.1.
30 Seeber (n 2).
31 David I Bainbridge, Intellectual Property (8th edn, Pearson Education 2010), 31.
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Consequently, copyright is an asset for the book publishing 
business. In fact, it has been suggested by some experts that 
the most valuable asset of a publishing business is the right 
the company owns or controls, namely publishing contracts 
with authors, titles and sub-licensing arrangements.32  Where 
the publisher does not own the copyright in a work, the 
publisher must first arrange with or be authorised by the 
copyright owner to be able to publish the work. This legal 
arrangement may be by way of a contract or an assignment 
where the owner assigns the rights to the publisher or grants 
the publisher a right to use or publish the work. Publishers 
therefore have a double role in protecting copyright.  As 
licensees of other peoples’ copyright, they are permitted 
to use the protected work and as copyright owners, they 
grant permission to others to use the protected work.33

Conclusion
Copyright laws help in developing the book industry through 
the protection of literary works, of which both printed and 
electronic books form an integral part. Having a proper 
understanding of the copyright laws and an appropriate 
enforcement regime will help grow the domestic book 
industry. Writers will readily make their work available for 
publishing knowing that their copyright will be protected, and 
that they can expect economic rewards for their hard work. 
The copyright law balances these rights with public interest 

32  Ibid.
33  International Publishers Association, ‘Copyright’ <https://www.internationalpublishers.
org/our-work/copyright-enforcement> accessed 30 March 2020. 
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and makes the published work accessible to the public for 
use in various circumstances, with or without authorisation 
or compensation to the copyright holder. Ultimately this 
balance helps in the acquisition of knowledge, advancement 
of education and the local book industry. 
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GBDC Emerges Among Top 10 Entries for IFLA 
PressReader Marketing Award, 2021

The Ghana Book Development Council (GBDC), an Agency 
under the Ministry of Education, has been adjudged one of 
the top ten organisations with creative and result-oriented 
marketing projects and campaigns for books and reading. 
This was announced in a press release by the International 
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) 
and PressReader to announce the results of the entries for the 
IFLA PressReader International Marketing Award for 2021. 

The IFLA PressReader International Marketing Award is 
sponsored by PressReader, and is presented by IFLA to 
honour organisations which implement creative, results-
oriented marketing projects or campaigns for books, reading 
and access to information. The objectives of the 2021 
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Award were among others to “Recognise the best library-
related marketing projects from 2020”, encourage marketing 
practices in the literacy sector, and to provide opportunities 
for sharing such marketing experience and expertise globally. 
Eligible participants were libraries and library institutions.

The applications were from all over the world, with entries from 
countries such as Australia, Belarus, Brazil, China, Colombia, 
Croatia, Egypt, Germany, Ghana, Ireland, and Kazakhstan. 
Others are Kenya, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Russia, South 
Korea, Spain, Taiwan, Ukraine, the United States, Zambia, 
and Zimbabwe. In all, there were 90 entries. The GBDC’s 
entry on its “Learn to read; read to learn Campaign”, was the 
only one from Africa which was named among the top ten 
entries.

The “Learn to read; read to learn” Campaign seeks to create 
and increase awareness on the numerous benefits of reading, 
particularly to children. The initiative encourages children 
(especially those in public basic schools) to learn to read and 
after they have learnt to read, to continue to read for life. The 
campaign is to ultimately help to promote quality education, 
increase the quality of life and general well-being, eradicate 
ignorance, poverty and disease and help in realising the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  The adopted 
marketing strategies to implement this campaign include: 
distribution of Book Booth to Basic Schools and Family 
Reading and Literacy Promotion Projects. 

GBDC Among IFLA Top 10 Winners
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The campaign has succeeded in creating the needed awareness 
on the importance of reading books as well as making books 
more accessible to pupils in the rural and deprived areas. 

Commending the award winners and participants, IFLA and 
PressReader observed that “In spite of the myriad challenges 
experienced over the last year, libraries worldwide showed 
remarkable resilience and adaptivity in the wake of sudden 
lockdowns.” The statement continued that, “As with any 
challenge, however, comes great innovation and creativity, 
and this is exemplified by this year’s award recipients.” IFLA 
is the global voice of the library and information profession, 
with more than 1300 members in 140 countries worldwide.

Commenting on the feat achieved by the GBDC, the Executive 
Director of GBDC, Mrs Ernesticia Lartey Asuinura, said, “the 
GBDC would continue to employ innovative and creative 
methods to promote reading to the benefit of school children 
in Ghana. It will also harness the potentials offered by 
technology to ensure that the majority of school children in 
Ghana develop a culture of reading as well as have unhindered 
access to reading books.”

Compiled by:
Daniel Ofosu-Asamoah
Literacy Promotion Manager
Ghana Book Development Council

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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COMMEMORATING WORLD BOOK AND 
COPYRIGHT DAY, 2021

The Ghana Book Development Council (GBDC) in 
collaboration with other associations organized an event to 
commemorate the World Book and Copyright Day, 2021. 
The collaborating institutions were the Ministry of Education 
(MoE), Ghana Library Authority (GhLA), Accra Metropolitan 
Assembly, Copyright Office, Ghana Publishers Association 
(GPA), and Ghana Association of Writers (GAW). 

This event was held at the Omanye Aba Hall (an auditorium 
at Accra Metropolitan Assembly). The theme for the event 
was Solidifying the Book Industry and Reading for National 
Development. The event was graced by dignitaries such as the 
Hon. Mohammed Adjei Sowa (Mayor of Accra), Mr. Benjamin 
Kwasi Gyasi (Chief Director, Ministry of Education), Ms. 
Ernesticia L. Asuinura (Executive Director, GBDC), and the 
Presidents and some executives of the various book industry 
associations, etc. The Chief Director was the chairperson for 
the 2-hour event, and represented the Minister of Education, 
Hon. Dr. Yaw Osei Adutwum as the Guest Speaker of the 
programme. Present at the event were representatives from 
various institutions such as Ghana National Commission for 
UNESCO, some members of the book industry associations, 
staff of GBDC and GhLA, Copyright Office, some media 
houses, some pupils, students and teachers of selected schools 
in the Accra Metropolis.
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The event was also streamed live on the GBDC Facebook 
page.

The speakers delivered on very essential topics affecting the 
book industry, copyright, reading and writing. The topics 
were:

• The Development and Accessibility of E-books: 
Limitation and Prospects 

• Empowerment of Children through Reading 
• The Current State of Creative Writing: Challenges and 

Opportunities                                              
• Strengthening Copyright Protection in Ghana                                                                                    

See pages 35 to 63 for the speeches.

Ms. Ernesticia Lartey Asuinura - Excecutive Director of 
Ghana Book Development Council (GBDC), delivering the 

welcome addresss

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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Mr. Benjamin Kwasi Gyasi - Chief Director, Ministry of 
Education, giving his remarks

Hon. Mohammed Adjei Sowah - Mayor of Accra Metropolitan 
Assembly

World Book and Copyright Day, 2021
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Mr. Asare Konadu Yamoah - President, Ghana Publishers   
Association (GPA)

Mr. Francis Gbormittah - President, Ghana Association of 
Writers (GAW)

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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World Book and Copyright Day, 2021

Sections of the audience at the event
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The Chief Director, Ministry of Education presenting books to 
students to encourage the habit of reading

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND ACCESSIBILITY 
OF E-BOOKS: LIMITATIONS AND 

PROSPECTS1

by

Asare Konadu Yamoah

Respectfully, let me acknowledge the presence of the 
Ministers, the country representative of UNESCO to Ghana, 
Mr. Abdourahamane Diallo, the Metropolitan Chief Executive 
of the Accra Metropolitan Assembly, the Executive Director 
of the Ghana Book Development Council and all invited 
guests.  

Today is World Book and Copyright Day. 26 years ago, 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO) introduced this to promote reading, 
publishing, and copyright. 

The theme chosen by the Ghana Book Development Council 
and its partners is – Solidifying the Book Industry and 
Reading for National Development, and I have been asked to 
speak on the topic Development and accessibility of e-books: 
limitations and prospects. 

Much progress has been made in the last few years to make 
e-books accessible to screen reader users on different platforms 
1 Speech delivered at the World Book and Copyright Day, 2021 celebration in Accra
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and devices. This has opened new worlds for passionate 
readers, publishers, writers, and most importantly visually 
impaired people who have been able to obtain documents 
for work or studies, as well as the latest novel at the same 
time and price as their sighted friends and colleagues. It has 
offered opportunities for publishers by offering an alternative 
platform that mirror the traditional book production and 
distribution format.  

In 2007, Amazon and apple transformed the e-book experience 
with the launch of the Kindle E-book Reader and the iPhone 
by Apple.  

Before the introduction of the two reading and storage 
devices, there had been several digital versions such as the 
Blu-Ray discs which had the novel “Riding the Bullet” by 
Stephen King as a digital-only computer-readable file. A few 
years later, Random House and HarperCollins inaugurated 
their own platforms that hosted the digital versions of their 
publications. 

Sony also introduced the Sony e-reader in 2004 and then an 
enhanced version in 2006. 

The history of the e-book may not have started in the 2000’s.  
In 1971, Michael S. Hart launched Project Gutenberg and 
digitised its first work, the U.S. Declaration of Independence, 
thus becoming the first e-book in the world. That same year, 
the first email message was sent between two mainframe 

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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Development and Accessibility of E-books

computers. In 1985, the Voyager Company, a pioneer in CD-
ROMs, was founded and published “expanded books” on 
CD-ROM including Michael Crichton’s Jurassic Park, and in 
1993, Digital Book, Inc. offered the first 50 digital books on 
floppy disk.

Perhaps all these digital revolutions have their roots and drew 
their inspirations from Bob Brown, a writer in the 1930’s:  
who wrote and I quote “The written word hasn’t kept up 
with the age… The movies have outmaneuvered it. We have 
the talkies, but no Readies.” He explained why it was needed, 
saying: “To continue reading at today’s speed, I must have a 
machine.” He described his ideal future e-reader as: “A simple 
reading machine which I can carry or move around, attach 
to any old electric light plug and read hundred-thousand-
word novels in 10 minutes if I want to, and I want to.” 
Furthermore, this machine would “allow readers to adjust 
the type size and avoid paper cuts.” This was in 1930 and 40 
years later, the reality dawned. 

The figures in the use of e-books and making it convenient 
and accessible has since been very impressive. 
 
New concepts and practices are being introduced every 
year. This has opened new worlds for users and producers 
of e-books, particularly as I mentioned earlier, visually 
disadvantaged persons. Perhaps the best e-book format so far 
has been the audio book.
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I am sure someone may be wondering what an e-book is. 
E-book is a complete electronic book. A digital file containing 
a body of text and images suitable for electronical distribution  
and displaying on-screen, mirroring the printed book. E-books 
can be created by converting a printer’s source files to formats 
optimized for easy downloading and on-screen reading, or 
they can be drawn from a database or a set of text files that 
were not created solely for print. 

In Ghana, the development of e-books has not been  
encouraging. Many publishers are now considering converting 
their books into e-books, which are to be offered on available 
platforms. 

A few publishers have subscribed to the Amazon platform and 
have their works displayed. However, these titles are mostly 
sponsored by the Worldreader.  

Innovative platforms, such as AZALIA, that were indigenous 
and promised to revolutionise the e-books experience in 
Ghana had not been successful not because of inefficiency, 
but content.  

The Ghana Library Authority (GhLA) has a digital library. I 
am aware efforts are being made to popularise it and encourage 
participation of Ghanaian publishers. This is a brilliant idea 
and could bring the library experience to the people at their 
convenience. What should be done by the GhLA is to have 

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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Development and Accessibility of E-books

proper engagement with publishers, and together they would 
be able to make the platform interesting and useful. 

Opportunities
There has been tremendous progress in the use of e-books 
in schools in the European countries and the Americas. They 
have been effective as a tool for teaching support, and after 
school engagements. It has several interactive elements, like 
dictionaries and pronunciation guides. They have integrated 
videos, audio, graphic, illustrations and even animations. 
E-books are being used in group learning activities and are 
also adaptable for individual learning.  

The many advantages that have been listed by users in 
educational settings include:

1. The flexible interactive characteristics of the e-book. and 
this, encourages students to have seamless interaction and 
uninterrupted learning.  

2. Group work has always been encouraged by educationists. 
They say, learning takes place when different minds work 
together. The e-book has this option of group work. 

3. Discussions are exploratory and this helps students to 
comprehend the concept properly. 

4. E-books have special features that make learning 
interesting and less stressful. It has highlighting features, 
which helps in referencing important aspect of the passage 
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that would otherwise be lost in the maze of words. Marking 
important segments of the text allows students to visit the 
passage again or use it to make a point in a discussion. 

5. The e-book on a reader has in-built dictionary and 
other additional features to aid students, helping them 
understand difficult words and phrases. 

6. The e-book devices allow Wi-Fi, making it possible for 
students to access websites as they learn.  

7. Children like colour and fascinating objects. E-book 
readers and the available contents have been designed 
to create fun for children as they read or learn. This has 
motivated them to read and learn. 

8. Perhaps, the most transformational scenario has been the 
advantage it has brought to the visually impaired. The 
flexibility of adjusting your reader to give you an interface 
that could be enlarged or reduced depending on your 
visual objectivity has given great boost to reading and 
learning for the visually impaired. The most convenient 
is the audiobook. Listening to your favourite novel has 
never been so refreshing. Offering the disadvantaged 
population some levers to catch up. 

 
Challenges 
In every human experience there are challenges. All that have 
been said about the usefulness and convenience of the e-book 
comes with financial and other conditions. 

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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1. To use an e-book, one requires a computer or reading 
device and internet access.  

2. Even though many vending sites for e-books are available, 
the payment system is a bit technical. One needs to have a 
payment card and sometimes an app. 

3. Because e-books are yet to be widely available, they are 
not as easily accessible as printed books. This means that 
you may struggle to find enough material to use in the 
classroom and leisure reading.  

4. There must be periodic maintenance of e-book readers,  
something that the hard copy books do not require. The 
e-readers are sensitive and fragile, therefore, care must be 
taken not to break them. Any impact or collision could 
damage an e-reader and that means repairs must be done 
or a new one ought to be bought.

5. It must be charged properly, and stored safely. Care must 
be taken not to expose an e-reader to electrical fluctuations 
as this could damage it. 

6. We are witness to the unpredictability of technology. How 
many times have we not been disappointed using our 
mobile phone, in situations where we must either repair 
or buy a new one because of some malfunctioning, such 
as viruses, crashes etc.? It is essential to have a plan-B if 
technology decides to fail. 
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The future behaviour of the publishing industry
There is no doubt that e-books have become popular globally, 
even though in Africa, we are yet to take the full advantages 
of the opportunities inherent. 

In the United Kingdom and the United States of America, 
data on e-books are available. This is not the same for Africa. 
Little information is available in respect of the e-book market 
in Africa. 

Whenever there is information, they are usually from bloggers 
and informal sources. There is little or no information from 
scientific and research publications. 
What we need is a detailed research of the African e-book 
market with particular emphasis on Ghana. A project that the 
Department of Publishing Studies at the Kwame Nkrumah 
University of Science and Technology should be able to do as 
a contribution in raising the profile of the publishing industry.
 
The future of the e-book market is positive, depending on the 
improvement in accessibility and technological improvements 
and simplifications.
  
According to Statista, in 2018, about 26 percent of American 
book consumers stated they had read an e-book in the last 
year, however print books were still arguably the more popular 
format among U.S. readers. 

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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This is unsurprising given the clout that millennial consumers 
have on the digital media industry. There is a noticeably higher 
level of e-book consumption among younger consumers than 
older generations.
  
In the USA, the consumption of e-books has had a direct 
effect on revenues. Between January and September of 2018, 
revenue from e-book sales in the U.S. amounted to just under 
771 million U.S. Dollars. 
 
These statistics are clear indication that African publishers are 
losing a lot of potential revenue by not launching the e-book 
department. 

In Ghana, we need to pay attention to the infrastructure, and 
must increase the internet penetration and accessibility. We 
must incorporate the e-learning system into our curriculum, 
offering publishers incentives to convert and align their 
publishing infrastructure to the provision of e-learning 
materials. 

Somehow, we need to find an innovative way to make the 
e-readers affordable. The average price for a dedicated 
e-reader in Ghana is not less than five hundred cedis. The cost 
of smart phones is usually on a high side. 

At this point, it is important that I applaud the government 
of Ghana for the excellent corporation that was offered 
Worldreader, which has seen some provision of e-reading 
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resources and training in the country. However, there is more 
support that is needed to integrate the e-book experience 
through Worldreader and any other platform that would be 
introduced in future. 

There is every reason for publishers to be apprehensive in 
venturing into the e-book market, considering the potential 
of having pirates encroach on their works. This requires that, 
our legal framework must be reviewed to offer more proactive 
provisions (the copyright and other intellectual property laws).
 
The initial cost for the development of e-books and 
e-learning resources is quite high, and any potential loss of 
investment should be addressed through policy. Despite all 
these challenges, I would encourage publishers to look at 
the various opportunities that the digital revolution portends.
Our inability as Ghanaian publishers to embrace the 
e-book concept means that, a lot of e-book publications 
are imported. This tends to drive revenue to other 
jurisdictions and of course a drain on our foreign reserves.  

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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EMPOWERMENT OF CHILDREN 
THROUGH READING1

by
 Hayford Siaw 

The Minister for Education, The Mayor of the Accra 
Metropolitan Assembly, Chief Director of the Ministry of 
Education, Executive Director - Ghana Book Development 
Council, President - Ghana Publishers Association, President 
- Ghana Association of Writers, Copyright Administrator of 
the Copyright Office, Media Present, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
thank you for an opportunity to be part of today’s celebration.

The most treasured resource of every public library in the 
world, is the number of books it has at its disposal for patrons’ 
use. In 1981, the number of books on the shelves across public 
libraries in Ghana was 1,049,526. In 2016 however, the book 
stock had declined from this number to 349,941. A question we 
might want to ask ourselves is, what happened to the 699,585 
reading materials and what was done to replace them. Over a 
space of three years, the Ghana Library Authority recognizing 
the critical role books play in Ghana’s education sector, has 
successfully increased our book stock to 1,078,691.

I am glad that the world has recognised the essence of relevant 
books and have set a day aside for its celebration. 
1 Speech delivered at the World Book and Copyright Day, 2021 celebration in Accra
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When the world was hit by COVID-19, public libraries were 
briefly closed as a way of curtailing the spread of the virus. But 
that was not able to limit the Library Authority from reaching 
out to its patrons, as there was the existence of a Digital 
Library App. This App, which is the first to be developed by 
a public library in West Africa, has a total of 20,897 digital 
books, comprising of 4,023 e-books, 15,889 audio books and 
975 videos, which has provided an opportunity to empower 
reading among Ghanaians. The App is being constantly 
updated to meet the insatiable reading desires of Ghanaians.

Inheriting 61 public libraries nationwide in 2016, the Ghana 
Library Authority currently has 95 public libraries under its 
management. By the end of December 2020, 43 of the 61 
inherited libraries were renovated and restocked with relevant 
books, to create and enable a more conducive environment 
for learning.

In 1967, the Authority (then the Ghana Library Board), found 
out that one of the reasons why many Ghanaians do not 
cultivate the habit of reading was due to the absence of good 
libraries in schools. Even where there were school libraries, 
they were usually, with a few exceptions, very poorly 
organized and ineffective. Students were therefore compelled 
to depend entirely on their textbooks with no knowledge of 
the other resources available for wider reading. 

Ghana Book World, No. 7 (2021)
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A committee was therefore set up to investigate and help 
address this problem of which the investigation revealed the 
unsuitability of library facilities, poor furniture, the absence 
of racks for periodicals, and many others. The committee 
made the recommendation that the Authority with its team of 
professional librarians be empowered and asked to help run 
these libraries in schools and colleges, and also, the requisite 
funding be made available for the acquisition of books and 
services. The “School and College Libraries Department,” 
was then established and charged with the responsibility 
for advising and assisting in the establishment of good and 
effective libraries in all our schools.

Since 2017, the Authority, through its School and College 
Libraries Department, has been overseeing the running of SHS 
libraries and have been purchasing supplementary reading 
materials to serve the diverse needs of SHS students. We 
recognise that not all patrons could have access to materials. 
Hence, as the institution mandated to have oversight of public 
libraries in the country, we created a bridge to overcome book 
accessibility deficiencies. We have since been distributing 
these learning materials to Senior High School Libraries. 

We recognise that books are essential in our day to day lives. 
It is full of lessons that transforms, informs, entertains and 
educates us for life. However, we might want to ask ourselves 
the number of parents that have a sustained reading culture 
with their children, and visit libraries with their kids to read 

Empoerment of Children Through Reading
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with them. Some might be doing a great job on that, but we 
can become better at it as we consciously empower children 
to develop a love for reading. 

We have developed various policies to help in the management 
of school and public libraries, and also, to encourage the use 
of ICT. Now, most of our public libraries have been connected 
to the internet to aid in research. This led to the increase in 
library visits from 393,430 in 2016 to 1,074,275 by the end 
of 2019, representing a rise of 173.1%. The figure reveals 
that when the right measures are put in place, students, if not 
promptly, will gradually inculcate the habit of reading for 
their advancement.

Last week, the Authority, in partnership with SmartLine 
Limited, launched the Scholastic Literacy Pro, an educational 
software to help readers access their reading comprehension 
levels, so they can be matched with books they can read and 
understand better. We recognise that though people have a 
desire to read, they are not motivated enough to do so. This 
is because they do not have the right kind of books they can 
easily understand. The Scholastic Literacy Pro is to help 
Ghanaians assess their reading levels so they can upgrade 
themselves. This is also a way of encouraging reading, not 
just among students, but the entire populace.

This initiative has been warmly supported, and we do not rest 
our oars on its success alone; literacy promotion activities such 
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as the Read Aloud sessions, the National Short Story Writing 
Challenge, Personality Reads, Spelling Bee competitions, 
Reading Clinics and many others have been institutionalised.
 
In 2020, there was a total of hundred and twenty-two (122) 
reading interventions and contests from across the regions 
in the country. This year, most public libraries have initiated 
programmes such as the Yenko Library, Magic Pen Writing 
Competition, and have celebrated programs such as the 
International Children’s Book Day to stir a desire for reading 
among students. 

The majority of young people who do not read are those 
who have battles with self-awareness, curiosity, and lack 
of confidence due to ignorance, and are susceptible to 
misinformation. The contribution of stakeholders is needed to 
set a new path of reading in Ghana. 

Parents should therefore get involved in the reading lifestyle 
of their kids and consciously monitor their reading habits. 
They should intentionally engage children after their reading 
activities to ascertain whether they understood the books, and 
also to check their retention levels. As they visit libraries, they 
should make sure to take their children along.

May the celebration of this day be marked for many more 
feats. 

Thank you.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF CREATIVE 
WRITING: CHALLENGES AND 

OPPORTUNITIES1

 
by

Mr. Francis Gbormittah

The Chairperson (also the Chief Director, M.O.E.), Mr. 
Benjamin Kwasi Gyasi, Dr. Osei Adutwum (Hon. Minister of 
Education), Ms. Ernesticia Asuinura (Executive Director of 
GBDC), Hon. Mohammed Adjei Sowah (Mayor of A.M.A.), 
Mr. Carl Ampah, Rep of UNESCO, Ghana Office, My colleague 
speakers, Mr. Hayford Siaw, Mr. Asare Konadu Yamoah and 
Mrs. Yaa Attafuah from the Ghana Library Authority, Ghana 
Publishers Association and Copyright Office, respectively, 
Students, Distinguished Ladies & Gentlemen. 
 
Introduction
I bring you warm greetings from the Ghana Association of 
Writers (GAW). GAW is delighted to join you to mark the 
World Book and Copyright Day, a day set aside to celebrate 
and to highlight the importance of reading, publishing and 
the protection of copyright. Our presence here manifests our 
commitment to the importance of the day and the theme: 
“Solidifying the Book Industry and Reading for National 
Development.” This falls in line with the permanent theme 
for our book festival (GAWBOFEST) since its inception in 
1 Speech delivered at the World Book and Copyright Day, 2021 celebration in Accra
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2011, that is, “Empowering Ghana through Reading.” My 
deepest appreciation goes to the leadership of the Ghana 
Book Development Council (GBDC) for bringing us together 
this morning.   
 
My presentation is on “The Current State of Creative Writing: 
Challenges and Opportunities.” I will examine this topic 
under four (4) sub-headings: Relevance of creative writers, 
the current state of creative writing in Ghana, Challenges, 
Possible solutions and opportunities, and then Conclude.  
 
Relevance of creative writers 
The world survives and thrives on creativity. Inventions, 
indications, and discoveries for the development of the 
human race were by people of creative minds, writers in the 
main. Thoughts and ideas put into writing continue to shape 
our way of life. The relevance of creative writers in every 
community is therefore obvious. It is their writings that shape 
and transform societies and sustain the values of traditions 
and cultures. Technological advancement and the growth of 
science are rooted in creativity, and in every creation, there 
is a writer. 
 
The role of creative writers and writers, in general, to 
national development cannot be overemphasised. The pre-
independence and post-independence writers saw themselves 
as conduits for social change. Using the creative writing 
skills to their advantage, they spoke forcefully to power and 
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the citizenry. Although that level of activism has diminished 
and needed to be urgently stimulated in the contemporary 
time, writers still play major roles in society towards national 
development. For example, creative writers function as the 
originators of supplementary readers in our schools, thereby 
enhancing and developing ingenuity in readers, improving 
language/linguistic skills and communicative abilities. The 
Ghana Association of Writers is unwavering on its goals to 
“foster the development of good literature,” “awakening and 
cultivating literary consciousness of the Ghanaian public.”  
 
Mr. Chairman, distinguished ladies and gentlemen: I share in 
the opinion of the organisers that reading, indeed, has great 
potential to change the developmental course of our country; 
it will change the sense of hopelessness that a great many 
of our people, especially the underprivileged and illiterate 
feel today. This hopelessness and the complete frustration 
that accompany it may, if unrestrained, eventually end up 
manifesting in unintended and erratic ways that are usually 
negative. 
 
The current state of creative writing in Ghana  
In Ghana, creative writers that influence policies and shape 
destinies through their writings are rare because the education 
system is skewed toward the “chew-and-pour” syndrome 
(examination-oriented). The education system does not 
nurture creativity and critical thinking to produce creative 
writers.  
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In a keynote address by Hon. Kojo Yankah at the 2019 
GAWBOFEST, he called on Ghanaians “to read the right kind 
of books” and not “just read anything at all.” As he said, “there 
are books that one reads which helps in the enslavement of a 
people. We gain some knowledge, but not the empowering 
knowledge that is transformational or that which makes us 
proud and confident people.” By this, Hon. Yankah reminds 
us about renowned writers such as Ayi Kwei Armah, Ama Ata 
Aidoo, Kofi Awoonor, Atukwei Okai, Kofi Anyidoho, Efua 
Sutherland, Mabel Dove Danquah, J.E. Casely Hayford, and 
Francis Kobina Parker, to name a few. 
 
“Solidifying the Book Industry and Reading for National 
Development” to me, means purposely raising awareness of 
citizens. It means equipping our underprivileged and relegated 
peoples not only with knowledge and skills but the self-
confidence necessary to fully participate in the developmental 
process. It means the removal of the sense of helplessness, so 
citizens become agents of the change they desire. The direct 
correlation between literacy, productivity and development 
should no longer evade us in our planning. 
 
Mr. Chairman, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, we as 
writers can no longer only complain and demand a force from 
outside to come to our support. It is important to find ways to 
aggressively empower ourselves, and in the process empower 
others to change the country. The panacea for this is to become 
activist writers. I am not implying that we can do this all by 
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ourselves. However, we can advocate it and lead the crusade 
of empowering our people and developing our country.  

To achieve this necessitates more than just the will. We have 
to be masters of our craft to be effective. If our basic weapon is 
words, then we must know how to use words very effectively. 
For our works to be read widely, they need to be of the highest 
quality. Our novels need to be easy to read and enjoyable. Our 
commentary on society needs to be insightful and stimulating. 
For me, it calls for a serious self-examination of our writing 
skills. Do we need assistance in further improving our skills 
to become more effective in our craft of empowering our 
people? The need for training as writers is therefore very 
important. GAW is doing much in this direction in terms of 
organising workshops.  
 

GAW’s concern about diminishing Ghanaian languages, both 
in writing and in speech, in schools and at home, is growing 
as the phenomenon seems to be worsening. Since culture 
manifest in language, the role of writers in promoting writing 
and speaking of mother language is critical. GAW believes 
that if our languages die, our rich cultures will also die. So, 
for the present generation and coming ones to take interest 
in their mother language depends on writers’ contributions 
towards the return to our cultures and languages. GAW has 
taken a number of measures to reverse this worrying trend, 
including the institution of Ghanaian languages category in 
its annual Literary Awards held every year in November. 
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Examples of GAW’s activities towards reading and 
writing
With little resources, GAW, in collaboration with GES, has a 
literary programme in Senior High Schools (SHSs) dubbed 
GAW Schools Outreach Programme (GAWSOP). The 
programme, launched in 2012, seeks to establish literary clubs 
in public SHSs to promote reading and writing to groom the 
next generation of creative writers. GAW has also established 
March of every year as Read-A-Ghana-Book month to 
promote the reading of books authored by Ghanaians.  The 
GAW Book Festival (GAWBOFEST) established in 2011, is 
a two-day of literary activities that bring together the public 
and iconic personalities, to celebrate books. 
 
Challenges 
• Publishers invest in textbooks, as fiction/creative works 

are not patronised in schools or purchased for libraries. 
This phenomenon is killing creative writing in the country 
and depriving the Ghanaian creative writers of their place 
in the international literary scene. The few that venture 
into creative writing choose to self-publish and sometimes 
come out with poor products  

• Creating a “culture of reading” in a society that, undeniably, 
has not prioritised reading as a central practice in its 
development requires changes on many levels. We need 
to admit that this is going to be an enormous enterprise, 
requiring major change at the topmost policy-making 
point in the country. 
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• Piracy and its effect on publishing and writing, and  mass 
photocopying of literary works, especially in tertiary 
institutions, infringe on the economic rights and wellbeing 
of literary rights holders, thereby denying writers of their 
needed revenue. Although efforts are being made by the 
Reprographic Rights Organisation of Ghana (CopyGhana) 
to compensate authors, they need to be supported.

 
Possible solutions and opportunities  
• Low reading levels: The effort by writers alone will not 

be sufficient. Our respective Ministries of Education, and 
Tourism, Arts and Culture, should recognise the centrality 
of their involvement in the search for a solution to the low 
reading levels in our schools and among the youth.  

• The need for the state to support writers financially and 
to buy books by Ghanaian writers in order to sustain the 
book industry. School and community libraries should 
be stocked with books, as reading in primary, junior, and 
senior high schools made an activity in schools.  

• The Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture should 
embrace all sectors of the creative industry to give equal 
opportunities for the development of the entire industry. 
The literary industry needs the attention of the Ministry. 
Book standards can improve with the needed financial 
support for professional book production.  

• Regular financial support for the Ghana Association of 
Writers (GAW) to promote creative writing in schools and 
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communities is very crucial. We aim to mobilise, nurture, 
promote, and support writers through creative writing, 
publishing, and editing workshops. With reliable support 
from the state, GAW can cast its net wider than it has now 
to bring more student and adult writers into its fold to 
complement the effort of the Ministry of Education and 
the Ghana Education Service (GES) in schools to nurture 
new literary giants in the country. 

• From the observations made by the association, it is safe 
to say that people still value the place of literature in their 
personal development and so the future is promising. 
There are writers churning out literary pieces very often.  

• Majority of the new writers are quite young so the 
probability of them writing a good number of pieces 
in their life time is high. But they need orientation and 
mentorship. The Young Writers Forum was established by 
the Association, and aimed at bridging the existing gap 
between the old and young writers. This gap exists in the 
areas of the linguistic world view or language, cultural 
memory and identity: aspects of folklore, religion, among 
others. The forum creates a platform for renowned 
Ghanaian and African writers to pass on their intellect, 
share their experiences and mentor/train young and 
upcoming writers to excel both locally and internationally. 
If the quality is as good as the volumes they are likely to 
produce, then the future is truly bright.
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• Application of modern techniques and tools in the process 
of producing, marketing and selling of books in order for 
it to reach the target market successfully. 

• For this to happen, there must be a National Reading 
Policy, drawn up and supported at the highest levels and a 
high commitment to its implementation across all sectors. 

• There should be access to books. There must be a policy 
to make books and all kinds of reading materials easily 
accessible everywhere and in all formats. This policy 
should be clear and unequivocal. Resources should be 
made available in a manner that demonstrates that access 
to books is a national priority! “A massive investment 
in improving access to books through public institutions 
such as schools and libraries is not a luxury but a matter 
of absolute urgency.” 

 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, I would like to indicate that “Reading for 
National Development” should be deeply in conversation 
of all of us. It should no longer be a slogan that “Means 
Everything, and Nothing Very Specific.” It is said that readers 
are thinkers, and thinkers are readers. I would like to quickly 
underscore the fact that reading and writing does not end 
when one leaves school.  

Thank you.
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STRENGTHENING COPYRIGHT 
PROTECTION IN GHANA1

by

Yaa Attafuah

Mr. Chairman, Hon. Minister, Distinguished Stakeholders, 
Ladies and Gentlemen.

It is indeed a great pleasure for us to converge here to 
commemorate the World Book and Copyright Day. This 
year’s theme, ‘Solidifying the Book Industry and Reading for 
National Development’ is a more captivating one.

Books and other creative or cultural products which are 
protected by copyright contribute immensely to our national 
development and the wellbeing of our society. Creative works 
also nourish our lives as human beings. We learn in school 
with the help of books and we also derive leisure from reading.
 
Individuals spend a lot of time and effort to write books, and 
enterprises such as publishers make investments to get the 
books onto the market. It is important that all those in the 
value chain get the necessary financial reward and recognition 
for their efforts.

Copyright is the system which provides authors/creators the 
protection to enable them monetize their creativity.  Copyright 
1 Speech delivered at the World Book and Copyright Day, 2021 celebration in Accra
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law gives authors rights to enable their works to be legally 
exploited; it also contains provisions on enforcement.

Copyright protection in Ghana started in 1914 and since then, 
there have been several reviews of our legislation; the last one 
being in 2005.

Our Copyright law, Act 690 by and large complies with the 
minimum requirements of international copyright treaties, 
although there are still challenges with copyright protection 
in Ghana.

How do we then strengthen our copyright system?
Enforcement of the law
The digital revolution has greatly affected the production and 
distribution of copyright works both positively and negatively. 
The copyright system may take some time to adapt copyright 
enforcement rules to the modern era. 

The Copyright Act, 2005 (Act 690) contains provisions on 
measures which copyright owners can take advantage of to 
protect their works in the digital space.

The Copyright Office is also collaborating with the Cybercrime 
Unit of the Ghana Police Service for assistance in dealing 
with online infringements.
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Education
Copyright education and awareness are very key element in 
strengthening copyright protection. Education cuts across 
the whole spectrum of society – from policymakers to rights 
holders, to users, to enforcement agencies, the general public, 
adults, the youth and even children. Appreciating the value 
of copyright goes a long way in strengthening copyright 
protection.

Policymakers
Policymakers need to appreciate the value of copyright to 
enable them develop good policies that promote creativity 
and copyright protection. 

In line with this, the Copyright Office with the support 
of the Swiss-Ghana Intellectual Property Project II has 
done a study on the Economic Contribution of Copyright 
Industries in Ghana. This is to provide evidence-based data 
on the contribution of the copyright industries to the national 
economy. Findings from the study indicated that the copyright 
sector contributed 4.02 percent to GDP in 2016 and employed 
4.77 percent of the national workforce in the same year.

Rightsholders
Rightsholders must know their rights and what the copyright 
system offers them. This would avoid situations where 
copyright owners assign all their rights in their works to 
others. 
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The Copyright Office organizes seminars and workshops for 
rightsholders to educate them on copyright. 

User and the General Public
Just as in the case of rightsholders, users and the general 
public must be sensitized or educated on the dos and don’ts of 
the copyright system.

The Copyright Office uses several strategies to reach out to 
users and the general public - seminars and workshops, radio 
and TV programmes, visits to schools, etc. Currently, the office 
is designing programmes to be uploaded on social media in 
order to reach out to the youth. The office is also considering 
whether some aspects of copyright can be included in the 
school curriculum. 

Enforcement Agencies
The Copyright Office has had a lot of engagements with the 
enforcement agencies - i.e., police and customs officers. The 
Copyright Office also organizes training programmes for 
police recruits from time to time.

Conclusion
Systematic and continuous copyright education and 
effective enforcement are crucial for strengthening copyright 
protection. As indicated, this requires a collective effort of 
policymakers, the institution responsible for copyright (i.e., 
the Copyright Office), rightsholders, enforcement agencies, 
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users and the general public. We all have a duty to build 
respect for copyright!

Thank you.
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